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INVOCATION

May the Light in me be the light before me
May I learn to see it in all.

May the sound I utter reveal the light in me
May I listen to it while others speak.

May the silence in and around me present itself,
The silence which we break every moment,

May it fill the darkness of noise we do
And convert it into the Light of our background.

Let virtue be the strength of my intelligence,
Let realisation be my attainment,

Let my purpose shape into the purpose of our earth,
Let my plan be an epitome of the Divine Plan.

May we speak the silence without breaking it.
May we live in the awareness of the background.

May we transact light in terms of joy.
May we be worthy to find place in the Eternal Kingdom OM.

Master E.K.

PRAYER FOR THE YEAR

All names together utter the name of God.

A prophecy thinks from darkness to light.

Prophecy is fulfilled.
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MESSAGE OF THE MONTH OF SAGITTARIUS

An archer on the white horse represents the sign of Sagittarius. The
Archer on the white horse, which is the strictly Aryan symbol for this sign,
signifies the orientation of the man towards a definite goal. The man is then
not part of the horse but is freed from identification with it and the control-
ling factor. The definite goal of the Centaur, which is the satisfaction of de-
sire and animal incentives, becomes in the later stages the goal of initiation,
which meets with satisfaction in Capricorn, after the preliminary work has
been done in Sagittarius. The keynote of the Centaur is ambition. The keynote
of the Archer is aspiration and direction, and both are expressions of human
goals but one is of the personality and the other of the Soul. From ambition to
aspiration, from selfishness to an intense desire for selflessness, from individ-
ual one-pointed self-interest in Leo to the one-pointed-ness of the disciple in
Sagittarius and hence to initiation in Capricorn. It is interesting to note that
the astrological symbol for this sign currently used is simply the arrow with a
fragment of the bow depicted. The Archer as well as the Centaur are dropped
out of the picture and this is largely because the emphasis or focus of human
living today is not based upon the objective outer facts of life upon the physi-
cal plane, but upon some form of inner focus or emphasis, which varies from
the many stages of astral and emotional ambition to spiritual aspiration, and
from the activities of the lower mind bent upon selfish interest to the illumi-
nation of the same mind through focus upon the soul. An ancient catechism
which all disciples have to master, asks the following questions and supplies
the needed answers:

Where is the animal, O Lanoo? And where the Man?
Fused into one, O Master of my Life. The two are one. But both have dis-

appeared and naught remains but the deep fire of my desire.
Where is the horse, the white horse of the soul? Where is the rider of

that horse, O Lanoo?
Gone towards the gate, O Master of my Life. But something speeds ahead

between the pillars of an open door - something that I myself have loosed.

____________
cont. p. 6

MESSAGE OF THE TEACHER

ANTAHKARANA SARIRA

Worship of God through hymns of praise of his glory, if done with heart,
with devotion, with an ardent desire to experience His Light, His Presence,
will result in developing Antahkarana Sarira. The throat centre holds the key
to the Antahkarana Sarira and when the throat centre works with hymns of
Light and Sound regularly it does the magic of building Antahkarana Sarira.
Jupiter is the Lord of Sound and is the Teacher that presides over this work.

Building Antahkarana Sarira and keeping it vibrant is disciple s daily
duty. This enables functioning of the Divine through the human.

____________

cont. from p. 5

And what remains to thee, O wise Lanoo, now that the horse of two kinds
have left thee and the rider, unattached, stands free? Now what remains?

Naught but my bow and arrow, O Master of my Life, but they suffice,
and, when the right time comes, I, thy Lanoo, will follow fast upon the shaft I
sent. The horse I will leave upon this side of the door, for them I have no
further need. I enter free, regain the arrow which I sent and speed upon my
way, passing from door to door, and each time arrow speeds ahead.
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GÎTÂ-UPANISHAD

- LORD SRI KRISHNA -

LINK UP TO THE I AM

Link up to the I AM in you. I exist as Light in you, which is called Buddhi.
Such link-up only enables you to alleviate you from your sufferings and your
conditionings. To link up daily and to live in such link-up is the only solution
for man to live un-entangled in the world and yet help the world and experi-
ence its splendour. The knowledge of the link-up is not enough. To stay linked
up is important because the knowledgeable ones are also products of the
Nature. Hence one s own nature being part of the total Nature binds him
when he is not in such link-up. Self-restraint, self-regulation, self-control
serve limited purposes because the human self is not beyond Nature and Na-
ture s illusion can put anyone off his self-regulation, self-restraint, etc. Even
the three Logos stay linked to Me to ensure that they are not illusioned by My
Nature. In that context what can be said of the mortal humans? Only staying
in continuous link-up enables one to stand free. Preachers cry loud that you
need to abandon desires, control the senses, do acts of goodwill, etc. But the
teachers demonstrate how to stay linked up. The former confuses and the
latter clarifies.

Learn oh Arjuna! Preachers bound by illusion, are lifted up by continuous
recollection of Me in all that is. In the absence of such link-up discipleship
remains a gymnasium of rules and regulations.

MESSAGE OF MASTER CVV

MTA s PROPHECY

The yoga that I impart is in stages. Generation after generation it unfolds
better. The fourth generation from that of mine makes it global and gets fully
unfolded. This the MTA s prophecy. Each generation lasts for 60 years and
hence from 1910 to 2150 is the cycle of 240 years through which the yoga of
immortality unfolds. By then the humanity generally knows that man can tran-
scend death by adopting himself to the Path of Yoga and that man is immor-
tal. Therefore, work out the Yoga imparted to you and transform from mortal-
ity to immortality.
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LORD MAITREYA

IRRITATION

Irritations that you get are of two types. One type of irritation comes
from one s own inability to improve oneself, to develop oneself. This is com-
mon to a Truth seeker, a disciple. A disciple tries to overcome his personality
but frequently fails. Such failure causes irritation. If irritation is strong it
gives birth to poison. Such poison is dangerous to the disciple s health. It can
lead to negativity also. The medicine for such an irritation is Pranayama and
contemplation upon the Golden Light. If one cannot do Pranayama and con-
templation, then one should seek Satsang (association with men of Goodwill).
If one turns negative even to the group energy, then one leads oneself to self-
winding and binding.

The second type of irritation comes from the world around him, his in-
ability to succeed in the world as desired. In such a situation one looses confi-
dence in oneself and lands oneself in self-pity. Such self-pity weakens the
heart and makes him peevish. Such a one expects that others should come
and take care of him and that others do not love him enough, that all around
him are selfish people. It further leads to one s own theories that the world
itself is defective and all worldly life is nothing but pain. This chain of
thoughts confuses him and looses discrimination of right and wrong. The will
gets distorted. The intelligence contracts landing one into hatred and dislike
to all that is considered good. For such people, only through time and appro-
priate events, an exit route for solution will arise.

MASTER MORYA
- MARUVU MAHARSHI -

THE BODY AND THE PAIN

When a Master takes to incarnation people think that he would have a
body that does not give pain. But it is not so. He too would suffer pain and
experience pleasure like others. A part of him links-up to the body and there-
fore suffers like every other body. Accepting this pain is the sacrifice that a
Master does when he incarnates.

Great initiates like Pythagoras and Plato too suffered bodily ills. Even
avatars like Rama, Buddha, Christ suffered their lot of pain.

When a Master incarnates in a human body he not only suffers the condi-
tioning and pain of his body but also assumes responsibilities relating to o-
ther s suffering which gives greater pain or sickness to him. Pain is common
on the Path and pain is consciously accepted, experienced and neutralised. A
Masters pain bearing capacity is far, far superior of that of the ordinary.

9
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MASTER KOOT HOOMI
- DEVAPI MAHARSHI -

COLLECTIVITY AND CONNECTIVITY

Lowly thoughts are the poisonous insects. Entertaining them is stupidity.
They would eventually kill you. Man is predominantly thought-oriented. The
quality of the thoughts will decide the quality of life. Thoughts of Goodwill
lift-up man, while thoughts of evil drown him. Your thoughts decide your
future. You remain the author of your life. Therefore, entertain no malice.
Let there be no criticism, even self-criticism.

Keep understanding people, situations time and try to include them and
move forward. Collectivity and connectivity should be your attitude with dis-
crimination as the means. Assert before you collect. Elect the ones that you
wish to connect to. Do not collect and connect to everything and anything.
Let discrimination remain your friend for all times to come.

MESSAGE OF MASTER E.K.

THE KEY TO DHARMA

Dharma leads man to liberation. Dharma needs to be known from the
scriptures and the teachers who are representatives of Truth. The one that is
inclined to follow Dharma walks the Path of Knowledge. But in the age of Kali
each one defines by oneself what Dharma is. Each one manipulates Dharma to
ones likes and tries to promote what one likes as Dharma. Such a path leads
to self-binding.

Paths that lead to self-binding, self-conditioning, self-aggrandisement
and separativeness are not paths of Dharma. Dharma is inclusive, not exclu-
sive. Dharma advocates Truth and harmlessness.

11
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VIDURA

WISDOM TEACHINGS

Gold excretes silver.
silver excretes copper,

copper excretes mercury,
and mercury excretes excrete!

 SHIRDI SAI SAYINGS

FASTING

Do not abstain from eating in the name of fasting. It is counter
productive. It does not enable you to feel good. The empty stomach
draws the mind to its requirement. The mind engages in the fact of
"not eating".

If you are My true follower, never fast in that manner. You are
damaging the body which is God-given.

Your understanding of fasting is no fasting. It is Himsa (injuring).

13



SRI RAMAKRISHNA

RELATION BETWEEN GURU AND DISCIPLE

A man was disputing about the character of his Guru when the Master
said, Why are you wasting your time in this futile discussion? Take the pearl
and throw away the oyster-shell. Meditate on the Mantra given to you by the
Guru and leave out of consideration the human frailties of the teacher.

Listen not to any one censuring your Guru. The Guru is greater than your
father and mother. Would you keep quiet when your father and mother are
insulted in your presence? Fight, if necessary, and maintain the honour of your
Guru.

The disciple should never criticise his Guru. He must implicitly obey
whatever the Guru says. A certain couplet in Bengali says: Though my Guru
may visit the tavern, still my Guru is holy Ray Nityananda; though my Guru
may visit the unholy haunts of drunkards and sinners, still to me he is my own
pure and faultless Guru.

CHILDREN S SECTION

THE DOCRINE OF ETHICS

Approach not
the spouse, the king,

the Teacher,
the Deity and the son

with empty hands.
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CHILDREN S SECTION

THE RIGHT USE OF FOOD

Upgrading our Eating Habits

Let us continue to understand the methods and their gradation in relation
to food habits. We have seen how Yogis live on Sun-Rays and upon breathing
for long years. We also see many who live only on water for many years. They
too radiate due to the purity of water. They know the technique to utilise the
energy of water. Water is electricity and the electric power is the basis of all
movement of life force. The technique of using the Sun-Ray, the breath and
the water can only be learnt from those who practice it.

But for us, it is necessary to upgrade our eating habits before we gain
such advanced steps. If we want to maintain ourselves effectively on lighter
foods, we should gradually introduce them in our life substituting the heavier
foods. More water intake substitutes the place in the stomach, which is oth-
erwise filled by heavier food material. in yoga practice the teachers recom-
mend that you fill your body at each meal time with 50% of food material, 25%
of water and keep the other 25% empty. This empty part will be filled through
morning and evening practice of Pranayama. If water does not give the feeling
of fill, it can be substituted by fruit juices or other liquid foods. The practice
keeps us in good health. Many times when we feel like drinking coffee, tea or
other unhealthy drinks, we may think of substituting it with water or juices.
They are better materials.

* A section from the book Mithila  of Dr. K. Parvathi Kumar.

BOOK REVIEW

THE WISDOM OF PYTHAGORAS

Ekkirala Krishnamacharya: The Wisdom of Pythagoras
Copies: The World Teacher Trust, info@worldteachertrust.org

AGNI  THE SYMBOLISM AND THE RITUAL OF FIRE

K. Parvathi Kumar: Agni  The Symbolism and the Ritual of Fire
Copies: The World Teacher Trust, info@worldteachertrust.org

Pythagorean wisdom unfolds itself through initiates who
function as souls. It can not be learned in classrooms
through intellect. It needs to be lived in life and that
needs firm resolve. Master E.K. is one such example of
an initiate who lived the Ageless Wisdom in its manifold
form. He gave a glimpse of the Pythagorean wisdom to
a group of seekers in Paris in 1983.
The teachings contained in this book help the readers
to understand the oneness of the Ageless Wisdom ex-
pressed differently at different places and at different
times. The aim is to accomplish spiritual fusion of East
and West. It also gives an initiate's approach to wisdom.

The Fire is the essence of the creation. The Fire is
called Agni in the Vedas. Agni means the foremost one.
Agni is the first Spur. This spur causes the emergence
from seeming nothingness to apparent something. The
spur cause the light The Light called is Awareness.
Without Fire there is naught. All that is Fire. Its all fire-
work. Fire is the creator, builder and destroyer. All
Devas work with fire. Fire works with all. The reader
too is a form of fire so is the author. Reading too is also
firework. Fire is Life, Light, Love and Power.
A seminar given by Dr K. Parvathi Kumar in Ponce de
Leon  Puerto Rico, on 9th June 2002
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NEWS - REVIEW
TOURS OF THE TEACHER

Extracts from the WTT-Europe Annual Report 04/05

10. India. Group Living, 08-29 January 2005
Guru Pooja in Simhachalam and Seminar in Vaisakh
In the morning of January 11 after the meditation there was a ceremony for
smaller children, with which they were initiated into the mantram OM NAMA
SIVAYA and into writing. Each child got a blackboard with the letters CVV.
After this the women gathered in long rows for the Lalita-Pooja. Soon the air
was filled with the vibrations of mantric chants in honour of the World
Mother. At noon and in the evening the Master presented a series of new pub-
lications in Telugu as well as a CD-set with photos of Master EK.
The climax of the second day was the fire ritual in honour of the Second Lo-
gos, followed by a talk of the master on the Spiritual Fusion of East and West.
The soul of humanity is the East, the personality, the West. Without the per-
sonality the soul cannot express; both have to meet and merge in the heart.
The West hast the strength and the East the wisdom; the wisdom always flows
from the East to the West. It has to be expressed by the disciple in every
aspect of life through his speech and action.  During the whole morning the
Upanayanam ceremony for the boys was going on in a neighbour hall, and at
noon they received the blessings of the Master in front of the big gathering.
Songs and dance presentations rounded off the day.
At the centre of the third day there was the water ritual in honour of the First
Logos. In the afternoon, Swami Sivananda Murthi Garu came for a visit and
gave an inspiring talk to the assembly. At the end of the festivities there was
a ceremony in honour of the Teacher, and all members expressed their thanks
to Master Sri K. Parvathi Kumar in a traditional way.

GROUP FORUM
NEWS & ACTIVITIES

(Inputs welcome)

Group reports: United States of America
Name of the group: The World Teacher Trust - Miami
Contact: Rosy Diaz-Duque, rosydd@bellsouth.net

Activities
Besides the regular group meetings, the Miami group is engaged in disseminat-
ing the books, the mailings and cassettes of The World Teacher Trust to other
groups in North, Central and South America . One group member is translating
the round-letters of the Circle of Good Will, Switzerland, into Spanish. A lot
of us do service, but through their daily jobs or activities, not as a group. We
conduct our daily chores with the awareness and intention to serve others, in
an attempt to complete The World Teacher Trust s triangular work of medita-
tion, study, and service.

A Question Concerning Asteroid Collision

Dear Master,
While I was at Shasta I heard a radio news story on public radio. The source
was an astronomer and the story seemed based on scientific fact. He said that
an asteroid "the size of Mt Everest" was on a collision course with earth. He
said that though this has not made it into the popular press, but that it has
been verified from many sources. They are projecting an impact date in the
mid 2020's. If it misses the earth the first time by it will make a pass and
come back about ten years later. He said the impact sight will be the Pacific
Ocean between Hawaii and California and the result will be a huge tidal wave
making the recent event in Asia look small by comparison.

Dear brother,
Today with the help of equipment man sees many things around Earth. Aster-
oids were moving even in the past. They do not touch the Earth until Earth
completes its evolution. As the asteroid comes nearer to Earth s orbit it gets
diverted. It was so before. It will be so for a lot more time to come.
With best wishes to you

K. Parvathi Kumar
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EXTRACTS FROM THE TEACHINGS
THE HIGHER ASPECT OF LIBRA, Part XV

Dr. Sri K. Parvathi Kumar
Peñíscola Group Living, Spain, June 2003

The ability to develop auto-legislation was visualised thousands of years
ago by great seers. Also Socrates visualised it, Plato visualised it, and before
them 3000 B.C. the father of Lord Krishna visualised it. It is he who gave the
concept of Brindavan, that the small communities would have a communion
with self-sufficiency as basis and would have fraternity with the surrounding
communities. That is the future: I rule myself, I let others rule themselves.
That is the principle of Leo. It is not that one nation or one power decides for
the whole globe. The parents also should let the children think. You can only
supply the mechanism of thinking. Gone are the days where you can decide
for the children. The kids are capable of making their decision on the basis of
information given to them. Humanity is coming up of age, and they should be
let to decide for themselves as communities, groups, nations. One community
or one nation trying to police the whole globe is a wrong understanding of the
laws of nature.

Libra also promises in the new age that you get initiated by yourself from
within. The teacher stands by to provide you the information. The teacher
informs you, he does not influence you. He gives you all related information
of wisdom. It is for you to guide yourself, to initiate yourself. So, it is self-
initiation, self-legislation, self-realisation. That is the future, as it is indicated
by the Hierarchy. The knowers inform those who want to know. They would
not cast any kind of influence on the beings. This is because casting influence
on people is also seen as a subtle aggression. The Masters of wisdom respect
every being as much as they respect themselves. They are only willing to
share information and knowledge and do not like to influence. That is Aquar-
ian Age. The saviour is in each one of us and you can link up to him and save
yourself. Aquarian Age says, Do not look for a saviour into the sky.  Out of
our habit we look for the re-appearance of Christ. We look for manifestation
of the Avatar of Maitreya, and many are misled by people who claim, I am
Maitreya.

Do not expect an Avatar to come in an individual form. Aquarian Age has
a different way of doing things. There is a centre of Maitreya in your An-
tahkarana Sarira which is also linked up to Maitreya in the Himalayas. Then
function quietly as yourself, not as somebody s agent, because you are as
much I AM and as much THAT. Each one of us is THAT. Express as I AM. Who-
ever it is, in all the seven planes, it is only THAT, expressed as I AM. You, too,

can express. So, find Him inside, attune to Him, and see the beauty of his
functioning through you.

2000 years ago, when someone asked the Christ: Are you the Christ?
What did he answer? Yes, I am, you, too. As much as I am the son of God,
you, too, are the son of God. If you wish, I can show you the way.  For each
one of us, I AM is the way. It exists as the pulsating principle. THAT exists
with all of us, and all of us pulsate. What is in Christ or Buddha is also in each
one of us. Likewise, the age promises that each one realises THAT I AM. This
is the way of working, and the teachers give you the technique. They don t
stand as agents who lead to heavens

This is how the Aquarian Age gives you the freedom. That is the freedom
of Aquarius. You are free. You can put your finger in the fire. It will burn. But
the decision is yours. That is the future, and it will be worked out through the
column of Sushumna. Even the Masters of the Hierarchy who are in Aries  the
highest state of illumination  they descend to Libra, i. e. into this world ac-
tivity through the Antahkarana Sarira, they express in form, enlighten and
wait. That is how the work is happening.

Libra has two more sublime concepts:
Libra suggests to see the centre of every manifestation. That means, you

encounter a person, and you see THAT as this person. You see an animal. You
see THAT as this animal. You see a piece of wood. It is only THAT as this piece
of wood. It is THAT in various states of awareness and manifestation. You
recognise THAT which is called God by us. All that is manifest is THAT only. It
has no definition. It has no name. It has no form. It is beyond all qualities, but
it is the basis of all qualities. It is the basis of sound, colour and form. With-
out THAT there is no form, no colour, no sound, and no quality. To recollect
THAT in any form that you see, will directly relate you to THAT. There is no
such thing as your going through plane after plane: physical plane, astral
plane, mental plane, buddhic plane, then Nirvana, Paranirvana, Maha-
Paranirvana. All this travel is made instant. You are trying to visualise the
very passage for all these layers. This is called the path of Asanga.

Asanga has two meanings: The exoteric meaning is detachment. Detach
from that which you see. The esoteric meaning is to use our strength of at-
tachment. Instead of detaching with what is visible, attach with that which is
the basis for all that is visible.
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Birth Chart of Master KPK
(published for the occasion of his 60th birthday)

Moon in Sagittarius

On 31st March 1910 at midnight, the tail of Halley s Comet touched our
planet. The Energies of Synthesis stroke the house of Master CVV like a power-
ful lightning with thunderclap. The Energies of Synthesis coming down from
higher circles were received by Master CVV in order to distribute them for the
well-being of the planet, for the humans and for all living beings. At this time
the moon was at 4° in Sagittarius in the constellation Mula.

When Master K. Parvathi Kumar was born, the moon was again in the con-
stellation Mula, and at the same time the ascendant and Mercury were at 4°
Sagittarius. Master KPK is a medium and a messenger of THE MASTER. He has
distributed the New Message on the entire planet in a devoted and enlight-
ened manner and has manifested the Yoga of Synthesis and the salutary ener-
gies on the entire planet, in all silence and humbleness.

PARACELSUS
HEALTH AND HEALING

HOMOSEXUALITY

Homosexuality is seen in some quarters of thinkers as human develop-
ment in thought. Very specious arguments are advanced to prove that this
human abnormality is a sign of man becoming androgynous. These thinkers say
that androgynous man or woman is gradually making appearance in evolution.
Apart from these thinkers, the knowers know that this understanding is not
true. The knowers know that this is one of the major problems of deep sick-
ness, deeper than cancer, Aids and tuberculosis. Homosexuality is clearly
understood as human perversion; yet they stand a great chance for a leap
forward in evolution.

Homosexuality is a leftover  from the excesses of the human past.
These beings who succumbed to the perverse habits of sex remained unsati-
ated. They went into unwholesome practices and became slaves of most for-
bidden practices. These continue to incarnate and also grow in numbers.
Since they are very ancient humans on the planet yet they also have the re-
lated evolution through time. Their evolution permits them to make a leap
forward in development if they turn at once to supermundane and subtle
aspects of life. They can turn their strong desire for sex into creativity of the
highest order, which they are capable of. Spiritually they are understood to
be senior inhabitants of the planet and they can claim back their status as
creators to help humanity. These ancient souls have through time gained
enormous will, besides experience of life through exposure. Their will has the
ability to manifest, which, through perversion took to wrong direction. They
need to be appropriately and subtly addressed of their innate abilities. Care-
fully and caressingly they should be directed to constructive thinking. This
results in resurrection of their will.
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Solution is to be given to them intelligently by doctors and psychiatrists,
revealing their strength to them. These are the cases where a great strength
remains inversed as a great weakness. This needs to be reversed. It s a noble
act that requires attention by the medical profession.

Dr. K. Parvathi Kumar

Extract from:
Paracelsus  Health and Healing
The Magazine for  Heal ing Pract ices  and Tradit ional  Knowledge
of  Medic ine in  East  and West .

Paracelsus was a master of health and healing who stands for a bridging of the
visible and invisible worlds. What he said 500 years ago is now slowly being
found valid even by modern medical science. Therefore the magazine is pub-
lished in memory of Paracelsus to inform about all varieties of healing known
to be effective.
Subject areas are: Ayurveda, homoeopathy, yoga, alchemy, naturopathy,
traditional Chinese therapies, other traditional therapies from the Far East,
magnetotherapy, hydrotherapy, massage, foot zone massage, phytotherapy,
dietetics, gems for healing (Crystals) colour therapy, sound therapy, old
grandmother recipes , spiritual therapies, including healing through medita-

tion.

With a subscription you support this important work (  70 / year)
Electronic sample issue: http://www.worldteachertrust.org/pdf/phhII6e.pdf
See also: http://www.worldteachertrust.org/paracelsus_e.htm
There you also find sample issues in German and in Spanish.
Contact: Paracelsus-Center  Ruopigenplatz 2  CH-6015 Reussbühl  Tel. & Fax:
+41  (0)41 250 82 84  info@paracelsus-center.ch www.paracelsus-center.ch
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GREAT INVOCATION

The wheel of creation is moved by OM.
OM generates vibrations of Silence

through sound.
OM moves the matter in its 8 gradations.

It helps formations of systemic existences.

OM generates
through its vibration force and matter

and stays as
the background consciousness

of all.

K. Parvathi Kumar

Let us form the Circle of Good Will.
OMNIA  VINCIT  AMOS

From the South through Love
which is pure.

From the West through Wisdom
which is true.

From the East through Will
which is noble.

From the North through Silence
which is golden.

May the Light make beautiful
our lives.

O Hierophant of our Rite
Let his love shine.

OMNIA  VINCIT  AMOS
Let us form the Circle of the World Servers.

We bow down in homage
and adoration

To the Glorious and Mighty Hierarchy,
The Inner Government of The World,

and to its Exquisite Jewel,
The Star of the Sea -
The World Mother.

From the point of Light
within the Mind of God
let Light stream forth

into the minds of men.
Let light descend on Earth.

From the point of Love
within the Heart of God

let love stream forth
into the hearts of men.

May Christ return to Earth.

From the centre where the
Will of God is known

let purpose guide the little wills of men,
the purpose, which the Masters

know and serve.

From the centre which we call
The race of men

Let the Plan of Love and Light
work out

And may it seal the door
where evil dwells.

From the Avatar of Synthesis
Who is to come

let His energy pour down
in all kingdoms.

May He lift up the Earth to the
Kings of Beauty.

The Sons of Men are one
and I am one with them.
I seek to love, not hate.

I seek to serve and not exact
due service.

I seek to heal, not hurt.

Let pain bring due reward
of light and love.

Let the soul control the outer form
and life and all events,

and bring to light the love
which underlies the happenings

of the time.

Let vision come and insight.
Let the future stand revealed.
Let inner union demonstrate

and outer cleavages be gone.

Let love prevail.
Let all men love.

Master D.K.
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